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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
PERMACHARTS.COM ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF NEW TOOLS FOR
UNDERSTANDING ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
Easy-to-use charts provide concise information to health care professionals, students, and
anyone interested in alternatives to traditional Western medicine.
North Tonawanda, NY -- Alternative health therapies have been around for a long time -many of them for thousands of years. However, it has not been until recently that
alternative medicine has become popular with the everyday public. In the past few years,
tools such as the Internet have allowed curious parties to research and learn about
alternatives to traditional therapies.
Permacharts.com has made it even easier to get concise, easy-to-understand information
about alternative health and safety issues. They have just released information charts on
the subject of Yoga, as well the more esoteric topics of Feng Shui and I Ching. According
to David Gargaro, Managing Editor of Permacharts.com, Feng Shui is an eastern art that
teaches "how to live in harmony with the environment," while I Ching is "a symbol based
divination system dating back 3000 years to China." The alternative health series also has
charts covering Acupuncture, Trigger Points, Aromatherapy, Herbal Medicine, and
Vegetarianism, among others.
Permacharts.com specializes in making these kinds of information charts and poster
products. Each chart contains all the information you need to know to understand all the
ins and outs of the topic. Besides alternative medicine, Permacharts.com also produces
information on traditional medical topics, professional development, customer service, IT
issues, and health and safety issues. They also make aids to students who are studying
Business, Math, Language, Law, Computer Science, and many more subjects.
Gargaro explains that Permacharts are used by a broad range of people. He says, "We
have over 350 titles from dozens of different categories, providing different uses for
different people. Call them Job Aids, Learning Tools, Training Retention Tools, Learning
Guides, or Cheat Sheets -- whatever you choose to call them, people from all areas of
work, school, and life count on Permacharts to help them."

For more information on Permacharts.com and their Alternative Medicine line, please
contact David Gargaro at dgargaro@permacharts.com or by phone at 1-800-387-3626.
You can see the entire line of Permachart products at http://www.permacharts.com.

